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Horrors of War
War is an armed conflict between two or more states. When

such conflicts assume global proportion, they are known as World
war. War between different parts or factions of the same nation is
called civil war.

After analyzing the whole history of war, it can plainly be said
that we had always been full of horror. The war ever resulted in
destruction, death, massacre and diseases. Ever then when warriors
used to fight face to face, the destruction, of  war is dreadful. Ever
then when warriors used to fight face to face, the destruction of war is
dreadful. The after effects of war were even more horrible.

“What is evil?........ Whatever springs from weakness”
The world of today is the world of science and technology. Man

has invented and discovered many and numerous astonishing
equipments, instruments and tools to make his life more comfortable
and easy. But paradoxically, he has also invented most deadly
weapons for his total extinction. Now – a – days, most of the
countries of world have nuclear warheads, germ warfare and chemical
bombs. As it is said that

“War is the science of destruction”
Now the world has become a global village. Many countries are

connected with one another economical politically and socially. If war
breaks out, the other countries can not be neutral. They will  have to
intervene for their own benefits. If this happens, any war would be a
world war.

War produces a sense of confliction and deprivation among
nations. They have become enemy and looked towards one another in
a hostile manner. So both of nations deprived of benefits provided to
one another. As it is said that,

“There is as much punishment to the
punisher as to the sufferer”

War is, in fact, a man’s massacre on a massive scale. Death falls
from firmament and erupted form earth. It spares no one. The
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innocent expire the soldiers suffer and population parishes. Starvation
and fatality are the ultimate up-shot of war. War results in fears and
tears.

War brings about irreparable destruction of material assets.
Property is wrecked. Building are ruined Sky scrapers, huge factories,
roads, schools, colleges, railways, runways, university houses and art
galleries, all are changed into debris.

“If war comes, it will from the failure
of human wisdom”

War is also worst foe of our culture and civilization. Our
cultural assets, matchless manuscripts, unique cultural heritage and
antiques, all are demolished. War extinguishes beauty, smother
morality and razes reason. The paragon of beauty and crown all are
converted into ashes.

The after effects of war were more horrible than the war itself. It
is said that,

“Who perish in war are less unfortunate
than those who survive”

Infants weep for their mothers and mothers cry for the infant
babies. Everyone became ruined. Young girls survive homeless. Some
are crippled, some are mad and some widows with their babies in
their arms began to weep and cry.

What a misery appears after war!
Let the world think about it. They must do some solid and

sincere steps to stops the war. Let the world to come on a negotiation
table to solve the problems through debates and dialogues.

UNO must realized its duty and took some steps to stop the war
and solve the disputes among nations through peaceful means because

“Wars are no solution to human problems”
Quaid – e – Azam also believed in debates and parleys. He held

sessions to solve the problems. May Allah bless upon us (Ameen).


